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Predicting Success on Third Downs in NFL Football

Problem statement
Third down and long is the toughest situation for any offensive coordinator in the NFL. –
Matthew Stafford

Success in the NFL often comes down to consistent achievement in key but common situations.
One of the most important tactical elements in NFL football is being able to convert a third down
into a first down (or better). Several analytic studies have explored strategic considerations on
fourth downs, but we are not aware of studies that have addressed success on third downs. In
most third down plays (but not all), a team’s offense tries to achieve a first-down conversion; if
they fail, their options on fourth down are limited and much of the time the team will punt the ball.

The goal of this project is to obtain play-by-play NFL data to examine, predict, and summarize
success on third downs. Situational features of the game are certain to play an important role: The
number of yards short of the first down marker, where is the offense on the field, current score of
the game, time remaining in the game, identity of key players such as the quarterback, running
back, and so on. What types of plays are run are what are their success probabilities? What advice
can you give coaches based on your conclusions?

Key Challenges: Scraping data, wrangling data, visualization, statistical modeling, machine learn-
ing.

Important milestone:

Data resources
You will be required to collect play-by-play data for NFL games. Some resources for play-by-play
data include

• https://www.pro-football-reference.com/boxscores/201709100was.htm#all_pbp

• http://www.espn.com/nfl/playbyplay?gameId=400951760

• https://www.kaggle.com/maxhorowitz/nflplaybyplay2009to2016/data

It may help to use the nflscrapR R package. Details of the package may be found at https:
//github.com/maksimhorowitz/nflscrapR. A short example of its use can be found at https:
//www.r-bloggers.com/nfl-series/.
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